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Sven Norberg has always displayed a keen interest in international aspects of the various areas of the law in which he worked.

In the 1980’s, he had already published an article dealing with EC competition law and its application to EFTA countries (2). As the director of Legal Affairs at the EFTA Secretariat, he played an important role in the negotiations which led to the EEA Agreement (3). This modest contribution is a tribute to his friendship, knowledge and wisdom. It is limited to the competition rules applying to undertakings.

I. – WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT
THE COMPETITION RULES OF THE EEA?

The substantive rules

The EEA Agreement concluded in 1992 between the EC and its Member States and the EFTA States (Austria, Finland, Iceland,
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Liechtenstein, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland), contains rules on restrictive agreements (Article 53) and rules on abuse of dominant position (Article 54) which mirror Articles 81 and 82 EC.

It is not unknown for substantive rules on competition to appear in international agreements. Competition rules mirroring those laid down in the EC Treaty have been agreed upon in a number of agreements entered into by the EC, such as the 1970’s FTAs with EFTA countries, as well as, for example, in the EC/Turkey Agreement and in agreements with Mediterranean countries, Israel, Bulgaria and Romania (4).

The competition clauses of these various agreements apply to the extent that the agreements and the abuse of dominant position prohibited by these clauses affect trade between the relevant countries and the EC. They do not commit these countries to adapt their national competition rules to the EC Treaty competition rules.

However, as proven by the difficulties of agreement within the OECD on a non-legally binding definition of hard-core cartels and the work of the WTO Working Group on Trade and Competition, agreeing internationally on substantive competition rules is far from obvious.

Countries that accepted substantive competition rules mirroring EC Treaty competition rules in their agreements with the EC did so either in the perspective of accession to the EC (countries party to the Europe agreements) or as part of a closer association with the EC (the EFTA countries in their FTAs with the EC and the Mediterranean countries).

As will be seen, the competition rules of the EEA Agreement (hereinafter: the Agreement) are a separate case, as is, for that matter, the whole of the Agreement.

Three of the Parties to this Agreement, Austria, Finland and Sweden, acceded subsequently to the EC. Following a referendum which rejected the Agreement, Switzerland did not ratify it. One may be tempted to use this to explain the far-reaching commit-

ments undertaken by the EFTA States in the Agreement by their perspective of accession to the EC. This conclusion would be wrong. The negotiations of the Agreement find their origin in the “Europe 92” Programme of the European Commission and the concerns of third countries that its implementation would render the EC more inward, evoking the “Fortress Europe” syndrome. The EFTA countries were seeking an extension of what was called the Single Market so that it would include them, but did not want to enter into a process of political integration (5).

The competition rules of the Agreement are of considerable added value compared to the competition rules of other agreements entered into by the EC.

The added value of the EEA Agreement’s competition rules

The added value of the EEA Agreement relates both to additional and implementing substantive rules and to its enforcement and procedural provisions.

Additional substantive rules

First, in addition to rules on restrictive agreements (Article 53) and on abuse of dominant position (Article 54), the EEA Agreement contains rules on merger control (Article 57) providing that mergers, as defined in Article 57(2), “which create or strengthen a dominant position as a result of which effective competition would be significantly impeded within the territory covered by the Agreement” are to be declared incompatible with the Agreement.

Second, the so-called “acquis communautaire” is part of the EEA Agreement (Articles 6 and 7). The existing EC legislation implementing the EC Treaty rules on competition (listed in Annex XIV of the Agreement) applies. Moreover, the competition rules of the Agreement are, in their implementation and application, to be interpreted

in conformity with the relevant rulings of the Court of Justice of the EC (ECJ) given prior to the date of signature of the EEA Agreement (Article 6). Interestingly, the EFTA Court takes this a step further. Relying on the “convergence” principle, it considers that subsequent interpretations of the ECJ are relevant. It held, i.a., that “the reasoning which led the EC Court of Justice to its interpretations of expressions in Community law is relevant when those expressions are identical in substance to those which this Court has to interpret” (6).

**Enforcement and procedure**

Agreeing on substantive rules is one thing. Enforcing them is another thing, as is ensuring that these rules are applied in a uniform manner. It is in these respects that the EEA Agreement has broken new grounds, nailing down in specific provisions the aim of ensuring uniform interpretation of the Agreement set out in its Preamble and its Article 6.

**A “two pillars” enforcement structure**

Further to the EEA Agreement, the European Commission’s jurisdiction was extended to the enforcement of the Agreement’s competition rules. The EFTA Surveillance Authority (ESA) contemplated by the EEA Agreement, a body monitoring fulfillment of the obligations under the Agreement and empowered to apply the competition rules of the Agreement, was established by an agreement between the EFTA States (7).

In particular with respect to competition rules, these two “pillars” are to co-operate “with a view to developing and maintaining a uniform surveillance throughout the EEA” according to detailed provisions (8). From the outset, ESA has apparently decided to exercise its tasks in a spirit of co-operation and conciliation (9).

---
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(8) Protocols 23 and 24 EEA.

In addition, under the same agreement between EFTA States, the EFTA Court was established, whose tasks correspond to a large part of the tasks of the ECJ. One of these tasks is to review the acts of ESA regarding competition (10). The EFTA Court is also given a role similar to that of the ECJ, i.e., that of giving preliminary rulings on the interpretation of EEA law at the request of courts of EFTA States (11).

**Division of responsibilities and “One-stop-shop”**

There is a division of responsibilities between the European Commission and the EFTA Surveillance Authority.

Restrictive agreements that only affect trade between EFTA States or where the turnover of the undertakings concerned in the territory of the EFTA States equals 33% or more of their turnover in the EEA are to be dealt with by the ESA, except where trade between EC Member States is affected; others are to be dealt with by the European Commission.

Abuses of dominant position are dealt with by the surveillance authority in the territory in which the dominant position is found to exist. Where dominance exists within the territories of both surveillance authorities, the same division of responsibilities applies as in cases of restrictive agreements (12).

In addition, there are wide-ranging obligations of mutual information and consultation including mutual assistance in investigations and consultations before statements of objections are issued, in all cases where trade in both the EC and the EFTA areas is affected (13). While one surveillance authority does not participate in the decision-taking of the other, it has the possibility to have a role in its decision-shaping.

With respect to merger control which is subject to short deadlines, i.a., for the European Commission, another division of responsibilities applies. A merger exceeding the worldwide and EEA-wide turnover thresholds is subject to the European Commission’s exclusive control, even where the dominant position is created or
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strengthened on the EFTA States territory. Where turnover thresholds are exceeded on the territory of EFTA States only, rather than on the whole of the EEA, the merger is subject to ESA control (14).

Also in this respect, there are obligations on mutual information and consultations. They are further-reaching than in the case of restrictive agreements and abuses of dominant position and the special arrangements of the EC Merger Control Regulation with respect to EC Member States are extended to EFTA States (i.e., possibility to refer cases subject to EC Merger Control to a national competition authority and protection of national non-competition interests) (15).

This division of enforcement responsibilities operating under a “one-stop-shop” principle means that the competent surveillance authority – ESA or the European Commission – determines the effects of a restrictive agreement, abuse of dominant position and qualified mergers in the entire EEA or in any “substantial part” thereof.

Uniform application and interpretation

As far as enforcement of the Agreement’s competition rules by the ESA and the European Commission is concerned, the wide-ranging mutual information, consultation and co-operation procedures were designed to prevent diverging interpretations. The negotiators of the Agreement put the emphasis on trying to avoid any problems at all arising by setting up extremely detailed institutional mechanisms designed to ensure its smooth operation (16).

Should interpretation and application nonetheless diverge, either the EC or an EFTA State may bring disputes before the EEA Joint Committee (17). Interestingly, this also applies where the dispute is over a provision which is “identical in substance” to provisions of EC law, in which case, should the dispute not be settled in the EEA Joint Committee, the Parties may agree to request the ECJ to give a ruling on the interpretation of the relevant rules (18).

---
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So far, no divergence of interpretation and application of the Agreement’s competition rules by either the ESA or the European Commission has been brought before the EEA Joint Committee.

As far as enforcement in courts is concerned, judgments of both courts are transmitted to the EEA Joint Committee.

A special procedure is designed to deal with possible differences in the case law of the two courts. If the EEA Joint Committee “has not succeeded to preserve the homogeneous interpretation of the Agreement”, the dispute settlement procedure of Article 111 EEA may be applied (19). Most actors are of the view that with regard to the results, the case law on the Agreement has developed in a homogeneous way (20). In the first ten years of the EEA existence, there has not been a judicial conflict even in cases in which the EFTA Court had to decide on a legal question as the first EEA Court. Commentators agree (21).

Direct effect

One of the issues discussed early on by commentators (22) is whether competition clauses in the agreements between the EC and various countries are enforceable by private parties in national courts. There are good arguments in support of the view that the EEA Agreement has direct effect (23). The EFTA Court appears to have recognized for all practical purposes the direct effect of certain Agreement provisions (24). As has the CFI of the EC: in Opel Aus-

---

(19) Article 105 EEA.
(21) van den Bossche, op. cit. supra footnote 5, at p. 266; and Forman, op. cit., supra footnote 8, at p. 779.
tria, it held that the articles of the Agreement relied upon by the applicant had direct effect (25).

II. – THE MULTILATERAL SCENE

The contrast between what the EEA Agreement achieved with respect to competition rules and the situation at the multilateral level is stark. While several fora are producing important and interesting work, in particular the OECD and the International Competition Network, their work remains at the praeter legem stage (OECD) or results in non-binding recommendations or guidelines addressed to national competition authorities (International Competition Network). At the 2003 Cancún WTO Ministerial Meeting, the negotiation of a multilateral agreement on competition rules was put off until the Greek Calends.

Numerous economic studies have demonstrated the need for, and the economic benefits of, a multilateral agreement on competition (26). Such agreement could at least complement the existing regulatory scheme of the WTO, in that it would prevent private parties from coming in through the back door and creating or maintaining the very obstacles to international trade that WTO Members agreed to remove. The rationale for a competition agreement in the WTO shows that it would be an important measure to support the barrier-reducing objectives of the WTO, as in the case of competition provisions in preferential trade agreements (27). Moreover, economic studies have shown the considerable cost that certain competition restraints in international trade entails particularly for developing countries. At a conference held in 2003 in Taiwan, Frédéric Jenny captured in one sentence the gist of these economic studies:

"... the net annual welfare benefit for developing countries from a drastic multilateral reduction in agricultural tariffs ... is only about half of the minimum esti-

mate of the direct benefit they would get if a multilateral agreement on compe-
tition enabled the elimination of international cartels" (28).

Any lessons to be learned from the EEA Agreement?

Replanting the EEA Agreement’s ambitious scheme on competi-
tion into the rather arid multilateral soil would obviously not bear fruit. However, some lessons can be learned from the EEA experi-
ence.

The first, obvious, lesson is that for a negotiation on meaningful
multilateral competition rules to succeed, i.e. to lead to binding
rules enforceable by and maybe even within the Parties, such nego-
tiation must be part and parcel of broad negotiations covering a
number of other topics. If WTO Members miss the boat of the
Doha Round for any sort of agreement on competition, as they are
very likely to, the earliest opportunity will only arise with the next
WTO round of multilateral trade negotiations.

The second lesson is that far-reaching commitments on competi-
tion rules to be applied in trade between Parties imply mutual
trust. Both the OECD and the International Competition Network
fulfill an important function in developing such trust. This also, and
more importantly, implies agreed mechanisms ensuring that what
has been agreed holds the same meaning for all Parties concerned.
This is particularly needed for competition rules. Competition is a
moving target and competition law is ever evolving. Ensuring this
within the WTO means that an agreement on competition rules
would need to be subject to the Dispute Settlement Understanding.
Part of the reservations voiced within the WTO in this respect are
based on the fear that WTO panels and the Appellate Body would
review de novo national competition authority decisions. Even if the
current rules were considered to grant such authority to WTO
panels and the Appellate Body – which is doubtful to say the least –
no such review has been carried out so far. Moreover, in the EEA,
reliance on this ultima ratio can be, and is, avoided by obligations
on exchange of information and mutual consultation and co-opera-
tion on enforcement measures.

(28) In Tzong-Leh Huang and Chiyuan Chen (eds.), The Future Development of Competition
Frameworks (Kluwer, the Hague, 2004) p. 20; see also his case study in B. Hawk (ed.), 2003
The third lesson is that an agreement on competition rules, such as the Agreement’s competition rules, should be limited to apply only to competition restraints that affect trade between Parties. For a number of reasons, the EC and the EFTA countries did not find it necessary to define “may affect trade between Contracting Parties” and the EFTA countries accepted the case law of the ECJ in this respect as it stood. A WTO agreement could include a bright-line test of “affecting trade” between WTO Members, which would ensure that the competition rules of such an agreement would only supersede national competition rules in situations where this is considered as necessary from a WTO perspective.

The fourth lesson is that a system for allocating enforcement tasks is technically feasible, allowing, together with mutual assistance obligations, the decisions to be taken by the more appropriate competition authority. This would also make sense in a WTO framework, even if no legal effect would be given, as in the EEA, to a decision of the competition authority of a State in another State. Few WTO Members would be prepared to take this step. Positive comity clauses do not lead to legal effect in the requesting State of decisions of the requested State. Where, for example, at present the US would request the European Commission under the positive comity clause of the bilateral EC-US agreement on competition to investigate a restrictive agreement between EC undertakings having an effect on the US market, the US would not expect a prohibition of this agreement to have any legal effect in the US, quite apart from the fact that the European Commission’s jurisdiction under the EC Treaty is limited to intra-EC trade. Yet, the US would expect that the eventual action by the European Commission against that restrictive agreement would in practice be likely to also put an end to it as far as it concerned the US market. Drawing inspiration from the Agreement, a WTO agreement on competition could include a positive comity provision that would obligate, under certain conditions, the requested WTO Member to act.

By way of conclusion

The efforts made by some WTO Members to launch a negotiation on a WTO agreement on competition and the contributions by economists and lawyers to the underlying thought process may appear at this stage to be a “quest for the Holy Grail”. Even
though, from the outset, these efforts were limited to rules that would merely complement the WTO rules on trade, rather than to create a set of worldwide competition rules, they failed to persuade the other WTO Members. The attitude of WTO developing country Members appears paradoxical. Their opposition cannot be explained by a rejection of competition rules as such as many of them have adopted competition laws. While they may see proposals for a WTO agreement on competition as an attempt to open up their markets through the back door, they must be aware of the various economic studies showing that they suffer the most from international cartels. Other WTO Members consider that they are capable of independently managing to deal with private restraints on competition affecting their imports and their exports; they are less concerned about restraints of competition practiced by their undertakings on foreign markets and supporting the aim of the WTO through competition rules is not among their priorities.

There is a wide gulf separating these policy attitudes and those of the Parties to the EEA Agreement. There also are fundamental differences between the institutional framework of the EEA Agreement and that of the WTO. To the extent, however, that a consensus will emerge in the WTO on negotiations with a view to an agreement on competition, the competition provisions of the EEA Agreement offer some imaginative solutions that could _mutatis mutandis_ be taken on board.